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Abstract
This paper summarizes the pharmacological properties of calcium channel blockers (CCBs), their established therapeutic uses for
cardiovascular disorders and the current improvement of their clinical effects through drug combinations. Their identification resulted
from study of small molecules including coronary dilators, which were named calcium antagonists. Further experiments showed that
they reduced contraction of arteries by inhibiting calcium entry and by interacting with binding sites identified on voltage-dependent
calcium channels. This led to the denomination calcium channel blockers. In short-term studies, by decreasing total peripheral
resistance, CCBs lower arterial pressure. By unloading the heart and increasing coronary blood flow, CCBs improve myocardial
oxygenation. In long-term treatment, the decrease in blood pressure is more pronounced in hypertensive than in normotensive
patients. A controversy on the safety of CCBs ended after a large antihypertensive trial (ALLHAT) sponsored by the National Heart,
Lung, and Blood Institute. There are two main types of CCBs: dihydopyridine and non-dihydropyridine; the first type is vascular
selective. Dihydropyrines are indicated for hypertension, chronic, stable and vasospastic angina. Non-dihydropyridines have the same
indications plus antiarrythmic effects in atrial fibrillation or flutter and paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia. In addition, CCBs
reduced newly formed coronary lesions in atherosclerosis. In order to reach recommended blood pressure goals, there is a recent
therapeutic move by combination of CCBs with other antihypertensive agents particularly with inhibitors acting at the level of the
renin-angiotensin system. They are also combined with statins. Prevention of dementia has been reported in hypertensive patients
treated with nitrendipine, opening a way for further studies on CCBs’ beneficial effect in cognitive deterioration associated with aging.
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Introduction
The identification of calcium channel blockers (CCBs) resulted
from an analytical pharmacology project in my laboratory
aiming at describing the biological characteristics of small
molecules named in the early 1960s such as adrenolytics, cholinolytics, histaminolytics, or coronary dilators. Those drugs
were used for various indications, some of them for angina
pectoris. Lidoflazine was the first of a series of drugs identified as coronary dilators1; they also included verapamil,2
nifedipine,3 and diltiazem.4 We studied the inhibition of the
contraction of vessels evoked by several agonists including
norepinephrine, serotonin, vasopressin, acetylcholine, and
angiotensin. Because inhibitions by lidoflazine in a given preparation looked similar to other inhibitors,5 it was concluded that
lidoflazine and other inhibitory agents should interfere with a
mechanism similarly activated by the constrictors. We
hypothesized that this mechanism would involve the translocation of calcium (Ca) that is required to support smooth
muscle contraction.6-9 This hypothesis was tested in isolated
arteries by examining how the various inhibitors so far identified

blocked the contraction supported by Ca in depolarized arteries.
In view of the experimental results, these inhibitors were named
‘‘calcium antagonists.’’10 Fleckenstein et al coincidentally made
use of this term in their study of the role of Ca in cardiac contraction in relation to use of high-energy phosphates and to
oxygen consumption.11,12 Experimental studies provided the
demonstration that the most specific Ca antagonists inhibited
Ca entry through voltage-operated Ca channels, allowing the
terminology calcium entry blockers and a more appropriate
one: calcium channel blockers (CCBs), when their binding to
voltage-operated Ca channels had been demonstrated to be
responsible for their pharmacological effects.11,13,14
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Figure 1. Lead compounds of calcium channel blockers. Note the structures diversity, a basis for interaction with various binding sites on calcium channel subunits and for different ratios of affinity between the dissimilar types of voltage-dependent calcium channels from Godfraind.34

Box 1. CCBs marketed in Western countries and in Japan
Amlodipine, diltiazem, felodipine, isradipine, nicardipine, nifedipine, nisoldipine, and verapamil. Of these, diltiazem, isradipine,
nicardipine, nifedipine, and verapamil have both immediate and
extended-release formulations available (ranging from 1 to 4 times
daily), felodipine and nisoldipine have only extended-release formulations (given once daily), and amlodipine is long-acting drug
available as immediate release only (given once daily). Lacidipine,
lercanidipine, and cilnidipine are not marketed in the United
States. Nimodipine (Nimotop) is only indicated for subarachnoid
hemorrhage.

In this article, I will provide a brief account of the pharmacological characteristics of CCBs, a description of their
established therapeutic use for cardiovascular (CV) disorders,
and finally the current improvement in their clinical effect
through drug combinations.

Pharmacological Characteristics of CCBs
As mentioned earlier, the discovery of CCBs resulted from an
analytical pharmacology project in my laboratory designed to
analyze the pharmacological characteristics of either small

molecules named in the early 1960s, antispasmodics, adrenolytics, cholinolytics, histaminolytics, or coronary dilators.
Those drugs were used for various indications, some of them
for angina pectoris. We studied the response of isolated vessels to vasoconstrictors in the presence of recognized inhibitors. The drugs studied were the plant alkaloid papaverine,
derivatives from the phenothiazine group such as chlorpromazine, derivatives from the diphenylpiperazine group such as
lidoflazine and cinnarizine, and derivatives of the dihydropyridine group such as nifedipine. The initial study was extended
to several dihydropyridines, to diltiazem, and to verapamil.
We observed that each of these inhibitors blocked at a same
concentration the contractile response of isolated arteries to
different stimulants including norepinephrine, vasopressin,
angiotensin, and serotonin. This blocking effect could not
be reported on the basis of the receptor theory, which implies
that antagonists are specific for a given agonist. Therefore, we
hypothesized that those blockers should prevent a process
involved in translocation of activator Ca2þ following receptor
activation. The Ca fraction activating the contractile machinery could have been translocated from either the outside of the
cell or an intracellular store.15-18 Therefore, the action of
those blockers was examined on an epinephrine-evoked contraction of arterial smooth muscle bathed either in the presence or in the absence of Ca in the tissue perfusion fluid.

Godfraind
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Figure 2. Calcium channel blockers (CCBs) on contraction of human coronary arteries and of human cardiac muscle. Upper panel, Action of
increasing concentrations of nifedipine on the contractile activity evoked by serotonin (5HT) 105mol/L in isolated segment of human coronary
artery (HCA). Serotonin was added at the arrow, and maintained or the duration of the observation, modified from Godfraind et al.29 Lower
panel, pAh values (log 1/IC50) IC50 is the inhibitory concentration 50 of CCBs indicated on the graph in the human coronary artery (HCA) and
the human internal mammary artery (IMA), both being stimulated by serotonin and the human myocardium (HM). Modified from Godfraind
et al.31

Blockade of the contraction was apparent in the presence of a
physiological concentration of Ca2þ but not on the reduced
contraction evoked in the absence of extracellular Ca2þ. This
observation indicated that blockers jammed Ca movement
from outside to inside the smooth muscle cell activated by a
vasoconstrictor.9 Various experiments have been performed
to better characterize this inhibitory effect and to localize the
cellular target of this action. At first, we examined the influence of Ca2þ on the contraction of isolated arteries bathed in a
depolarizing solution either without or with a given blocker.
These experiments demonstrated that either diphenylpiperazines or dihydropyridines blocked the contraction evoked by
extracellular Ca in depolarized arteries by displacing to the
right Ca dose-effect curves. The graphical representations of

these experiments resembled those obtained in agonist–
antagonist studies. This observation prompted the denomination Ca antagonist.10 In a series of experiments performed on
Ca fluxes during vessels stimulation, we noticed that Ca
antagonists reduced the rate of Ca influx. Inhibitions of Ca
influx and of contraction were superimposed, indicating that
inhibition of tonic contraction of vessels resulted from inhibition of Ca entry suggesting the denomination Ca entry
blocker. The specific binding of Ca entry blockers was
located with voltage-dependent Ca channels in the plasmalemmal membrane of the smooth muscle cell.19-21 Therefore,
those drugs were renamed calcium channel blockers (CCBs)14
(Figure 1 and Box 1). The denomination Ca channel antagonist
is also used by a few authors.22,23 Voltage-operated Ca channels
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Figure 3. Illustration of the antioxidant capacity of calcium channel blocker (CCB). Right panel, Illustration by the action of lacidipine (1 mg/kg/d)
on the abundance of oxidized low-density lipoprotein (LDL) identified in the arterial intima of rat carotid artery by specific antibodies; epitopes
recognized by the primary antibody are brown, and the nuclei are counterstained with hematoxylin. Sections of carotid artery from the
salt-loaded SHRSP control group and from the group treated with lacidipine. Modified from Napoli et al.35 Left panel, Kidney thiobarbituric acid-reactive substances (TBARS) content, marker of oxidative stress. There was a significant difference in kidney TBARS content
between apolipoprotein E-/-mice on normal diet (ND) and Western-type diet (WD) mice; the augmentation was dose dependently prevented by lacidipine (1 or 3 mg/kg); data from Kyselovic et al.36

exhibit different biochemical, electrophysiological, and
pharmacological properties. A classification is based on distinct voltage-operated Ca2þcurrents24 recognizing L-, N-, T-,
P-, Q-, and R-types. It is consistent with the biochemical
classification.25,26 Classification of drugs into dihydropyridine and nondihydropyridine type is not only academic
since these 2 types of molecules interact at distinct sites
on voltage-operated Ca channels and display great differences in vascular versus cardiac actions27-30 (Figure 2).They
also show dissimilar ratio of blockade of T- and L-types Ca
channels that are distributed among the cardiovascular
system.
In short-term studies, by decreasing total peripheral resistance,
CCBs lower arterial pressure. Short-acting compounds might elicit abrupt vasodilatation. The expected physiological response
should be tachycardia and increased cardiac output accompanying reflex augmentation of plasma catecholamines. This can elicit
angina and even acute myocardial infarction as was reported in
early clinical trials with short-acting compounds.32 These acute
changes are not observed with the long-acting compounds.32
Negative inotropic effect, diminution of sinus node automaticity,

conduction slowing in the atrioventricular node, and little, if any,
effect on the automaticity of the myocytes have been reported, but
the effects are less important with dihydropyridines such as isradipine, felodipine, amlodipine, nisoldipine, lacidipine, and cilnidipine than with nondihydropyridine CCBs like verapamil and
diltiazem. By unloading the heart, increasing coronary blood
flow, and reducing myocardial oxygen consumption, longacting CCBs generally improve myocardial oxygenation.14
Decrease in blood pressure (BP) is the most apparent consequence of the long-term blockade of L-type Ca channels. This
decrease is more pronounced in patients with hypertension than
in normotensive individuals.33 This indicates that CCBs are not
only vasodilators but that they may be also considered as specific
antihypertensive agents. Potential mechanisms involved in their
long-term action on elevated BP and contributing to their therapeutic effects comprise antioxidant effects34,35 (Figure 3),
inhibition of endothelin-1 synthesis37,38 and effects on vascular contractility and cardiac hypertrophy,39-42 interaction with
nitric oxide production and action,43,44 prevention of endothelial dysfunction,37,45 of cardiac remodeling in hypertension,46
of stroke,47 and antiatherosclerotic action.36

Godfraind
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Table 1. Calcium Channel Blockers Currently Marketed in the United States.
Drug

Proprietary
Name

Amlodipine Norvasc
Diltiazem
Tiazac;
Cardizem;
Cartia;
Dilacor
Felodipine Plendil
Isradipine Dynacirc
Nicardipine Cardene
Nifedipine Adalat;
Procardia
Nisoldipine Sular
Verapamil Calan; Covera;
Verelan

Indications, United States

Form; Dose

Hypertension; chronic, stable, and vasospastic angina
Tablet: 2.5, 5, 10 mg; once daily
Hypertension; chronic, stable, and vasospastic angina; atrial Immediate release (IR), controlled
release (CR), and IV; 180-540 mg:
fibrillation or flutter; paroxysmal supraventricular
once daily
tachycardia

Elimination
half-life, h
30-50
IR: 2-5; CR:
2.5

Hypertension
Hypertension
Hypertension; angina
Hypertension; angina

CR: 2.5, 5, 10 mg; once daily
Tablet: 2.5, 5 mg;once daily
IR tablet: 20, 30 mg; 3 times daily
CR capsule: 30, 60, 90 mg; once daily

11-16
8-12
8
2

Hypertension
Hypertension, angina; atrial fibrillation or flutter;
paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia

SR tablet: 10, 20, 30, 40 mg; once daily
IR tablet: dose on indication; CR: 120360 mg; once daily

7-12
4.5-12

Box 2. Adverse effects
Non-dihydrpyridines. Diltiazem and verapamil tend to inhibit
drug metabolism. This enzyme inhibitory effect is a potential
source of drug interactions, for example, with cyclosporin.
When used with b-blockers, care must be taken for bradycardia and atrioventricular conduction delay due to direct cardiac effects. Constipation with verapamil is a common side
effect. Dihydropyridines. Possible headache and flushing are due
to peripheral vasodilation as well as tachycardia and palpitation
secondary to reflex activation of the sympathetic nervous system. Swelling of ankles and occasionally hands due to disturbance of hemodynamics of microcirculation (preferential
precapillary arteriolar vasodilation). Pedal edema is one of the
most common adverse effects of calcium antagonists. It has been
observed with all available dihydropyridine agents, but it also
seems to occur to a lesser extent with verapamil and diltiazem.
The incidence of pedal edema is clearly dose dependent and may
exceed 80% with very high doses of dihydropyridine CCB. As
mentioned subsequently, it may be reduced with drug combinations. Gum hypertrophy is a rare effect.

Classical Key Knowledge About CCBs in
Therapy
An early paradigm was that some CV dysfunctions resulted
from reduced tissue perfusion. Therefore, the therapeutic indications of CCBs were initially based on their relaxing effect on
constricted arteries and additionally on their antiarrhythmic
action. Later, it was proposed that additional long-term effects
supported their use in the management of CV disturbances.14

The Controversy on the Safety of CCBs
The CCBs controversy was caused by an influential metaanalysis published48 in 1995. The authors of this metaanalysis concluded that in patients with coronary heart disease

(CHD), the use of the short-acting nifedipine in moderate to
high doses caused an increase in total mortality, which questioned the safety of CCBs in therapy. Several authors have
opposed the conclusions of this meta-analysis.32,49,50 The controversy ended after the publication of results and subgroup
analysis of a large antihypertensive trial named the AntiLipid Lowering Heart Attack Trial (ALLHAT) that was sponsored by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute.51-53 In
more than 30 000 high-risk patients with hypertension, it compared the CCB amlodipine, the angiotensin converting-enzyme
(ACE) inhibitor (ACEI) lisinopril, and the diuretic chlorthalidone, respectively, on CHD. The primary end point consisted
of the combination of fatal CHD and acute myocardial infarction. In the trial, no differences occurred in their incidence. The
ALLHAT study prompted a large series of analytical and commentary papers. The analysis of prespecified subgroups by
Leenen et al54 highlighted the importance of ALLHAT findings for the management of patients with hypertension, which
currently represent 20% to 30% of the world’s population.
Analysis of Leenen et al was in agreement with randomized
control trials (RCTs) of which the Coronary disease Trial
investigating Outcome with Nifedipine GITS (GASTROINTESTINAL THERAPEUTIC SYSTEM) (ACTION) trial is a
good example of the therapeutic effect of CCBs.55 The
ACTION trial was designed to study clinical outcomes in
7665 patients with a mean age of 63.5 years (3825 nifedipine;
3840 placebo) with stable angina and left ventricular (LV) ejection fraction of at least 40% and requiring oral or transdermal
treatment either to treat or to prevent anginal attacks. In a mean
follow-up of 4.9 years, investigators randomly assigned
patients to addition of either nifedipine GITS at a starting dose
of 30 mg once daily increased to a maintenance dose of 60 mg
once daily or matching placebo to the basic regimen that they
were taking. Between the 2 groups, there was no significant difference in CV events and death rates. The ACTION trial
extended with nifedipine GITS the safety conclusions obtained
from ALLHAT with amlodipine. At the present time, the controversy on the safety of CCBs is closed.
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The Therapeutic Indications of CCBs
Eight CCBs are currently marketed in the United States, which
have CV indications and adverse effects depending on the specific drug as reported in Table 1 and Box 2. The CCB-based
treatment of stable angina and use of nondihydropyridine
CCBs for treating supraventricular arrhythmias are conventional practices. However, CCBs are not recommended in case
of systolic dysfunction. In consideration for the use of CCBs in
hypertension, the just published 2014 Evidence-Based Guideline for the Management of High Blood Pressure in Adults
Report From the Panel Members Appointed to the Eighth Joint
National Committee (JNC 8)56 is closer to the Clinical Guidelines 127 of the National Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence (NICE 127) than was the Seventh report of the Joint
National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and
Treatment of High Blood Pressure (JNC 7).57 It appears now
that the medical community at large is reaching a consensus
based on evidence in recommending CCBs in initial treatment
of hypertension. For instance, NICE Clinical Guidelines 127
(http://www.nice.org.uk/CG127) support CCB treatment of
people aged more than 55 years and of black people of any age.
It favors combination with a diuretic in patients with diabetes
but does not recommend CCBs in heart failure. The American
Heart Association (AHA), the American College of Cardiology
(ACC), and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Science Advisory by Go et al58 provides an algorithm that, as
mentioned by the authors, should not be used to counter the
treating health care provider’s best clinical judgment.
In reference to a meta-analysis comparing effectiveness
within CCBs,59 there is no clinical evidence for dissimilarity
in therapeutic effectiveness of the various dihydropyridinetype CCBs. However, others60 reported a crossover study of
amlodipine versus nifedipine based on home BP monitoring via
cellular phone. They noted that amlodipine had a lower antihypertensive effect than nifedipine during the critical morning
period but with a lesser morning pulse rate. More head-tohead clinical studies are required to draw any comparative conclusion in order to extend or not to extend experimental findings of patients with hypertension from experimental studies
on human tissues.28,61

Calcium Channel Blockers and b-blockers
In the 1970s, it was reported that agents other than nitrates efficiently treat stable angina. The b-blockers have preceded CCBs
in that respect; therefore, several trials with CCBs such as verapamil and nifedipine have attempted to evaluate their relative
efficiency by comparison with propranolol as well as their
action over placebo. The criteria usually adopted in order to
assess the efficacy of the drugs were the following14:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

decrease in nitroglycerin consumption;
reduction in the frequency of anginal episodes;
prolongation in exercise time;
increase in work capacity;

(5)
(6)

ST recovery time, measuring myocardial ischemia following exercise by the duration of ST depression;
degree of ST depression at a defined workload, providing the demonstrated reproducibility of this depression.

Results of RCTs confirmed the efficacy of b-blockers and
CCBs and could not indicate difference in their antianginal
effects. According to a recent review,62 evidence is robust for the
anti-ischemic effect of b-blockers and CCBs. Are there bases for
choosing one of them versus the other in the management of
angina? Lionel Opie63 discussed the relative choice of b-blockers
and of CCBs in stable effort angina. He noted that safety problems
occurred with b-blockers. For instance in an observational study
over 6 years on 12 550 patients with hypertension, those taking
CCBs had no increase in developing diabetes, whereas those
treated with b-blockers available at that time had a 28% higher
risk. He added that the choice could depend both on the patient
and on the heart. The quality of life must be preserved in an active
middle-aged man by considering that exercise training and sexual
function are important. Therefore, there are good arguments for
prescribing a CCB. He pointed out that when angina is associated
with hypertension, dihydropyridine CCBs and b-adrenergic
blocking agents are similarly effective. The 2012 American College of Cardiology Foundation, American Heart Association,
American College of Physicians, American Association for Thoracic Surgery, Preventive Cardiovascular Nurses Association,
Society for Cardiovascular Angiography and Interventions, and
Society of Thoracic Surgeons Guideline for the Diagnosis and
Management of Patients With Stable Ischemic Heart Disease
(SIHD) provides an algorithm for guideline-directed medical
therapy for patients with SIHD.64 A comprehensive list of
recommendations is available in the document. Accessible
information is also obtainable from W. H. Frishman’s article
on b-adrenergic blockade in CV disease published in Journal
of Cardiovascular Pharmacology and Therapeutics.65
This last statement should be revisited in view of Anglo
Scandinavian Cardiac Outcome Trial (ASCOT)66 and European
Lacidipine Study on Atherosclerosis (ELSA)67 trial comparing CCB-based treatment to a b-blocker-based regimen.
These trials showed a better protection with CCB than with
b-blocker for a similar reduction in BP. However, there is a
rationale for combining a b-blocker-based regimen and CCBs
for angina when looking for a better control of heart rate.
ASCOT66 was a multicenter, prospective, RCT in 19 257
patients with hypertension aged 40 to 79 years with at least
3 other CV risk factors. Investigators defined BP targets
(mm Hg < 140/90, but < 130/80 if diabetes) and allocated
either amlodipine 5 to 10 mg adding perindopril 4 to 8 mg
when required (amlodipine-based regimen; n ¼ 9639) or
atenolol 50 to 100 mg adding bendroflumethiazide 1.25 to
2.5 mg and potassium when required (atenolol-based regimen;
n ¼ 9618). Nonfatal myocardial infarction (including silent myocardial infarction) and fatal CHD were the primary end points.
The amlodipine-based regimen induced less diabetes and prevented more major CV events than the atenolol-based regimen.
According to the authors, this might not be entirely explained

Godfraind
by better control of BP. The ELSA is discussed subsequently
under atherosclerosis.

Calcium Channel Blockers in Cardiac Arrhythmias
Nondihydropyridine CCBs (nd-CCBs) display antiarrhythmic
effects due to blockade of Ca current generating slowly propagating action potentials that occur in slow response tissues such
as sinoatrial and atrioventricular nodes. Ventricular myocardium and Purkinje fibers, which are fast conducting tissue, may
be converted by acute myocardial infarction into slow response
tissue. Indeed, in ischemic areas increased intracellular sodium
(Na) concentration and decreased intracellular potassium concentration cause partial depolarization in resting cells and slowed Na channel reactivation so favoring slow Ca currents. The
slow depolarizing rate is responsible for decrement slowing of
conduction velocity. Conduction blocks can occur in different
regions of the heart (sinus node, AV node, His Purkinje system,
and contractile myocardium) and play an essential role in the
development of reentrant pathways. The reentry mechanism
is usually involved in the occurrence of premature beats and
ventricular tachycardia. To be initiated, both unidirectional
block of conduction and slow conduction must happen. An anatomical and functional barrier may exist and form a circuit.
Arrhythmias that result from such circus movements are selfsustained but are not self-initiated. They can be initiated by a
single premature stimulus.
In 1971, it was reported that verapamil (still considered at that
time as a b-blocker) exhibited powerful antiarrhythmic action by
reducing the ventricular rate in atrial fibrillation.68 This has stimulated interest for this drug and also for the other agents ranged
later in class IV antiarrhythmics.69 If verapamil and diltiazem
appear to be powerful antiarrhythmic agents in vivo, this is not
the case for dihydropyridines that usually evoke reflex tachycardia. Reflex increase in sympathetic tone could overcome a slight
negative chronotropic effect due to dihydropyridines.
The action of verapamil and diltiazem has been well documented in supraventricular tachycardia. Intravenous verapamil
is efficient for the acute conversion of reentrant supraventricular
tachycardia. Diltiazem is slightly less effective than verapamil.
Those nondihyropyridine CCBs are more efficacious than cardiac glycosides and propranolol. However, chronic prophylaxis
of paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia with verapamil
given per os (80-120 mg three times daily) has not been quite
convincing,70,71 but it is recommended in the European Society
of Cardiology (ESC) guidelines.72 In atrial fibrillation, intravenous injection of verapamil and diltiazem produces a reduction
in the ventricular response and may tend to regulate the ventricular response.71 In the VErapamil plus antiarrhythmic drugs
reduce atrial fibrillation recurrences after an electrical cardioversion (VEPARAF) study,73 particularly in older patients, it was
observed that the addition of verapamil to amiodarone or flecainide significantly reduced the atrial fibrillation recurrences in
patients who underwent electrical cardioversion. In patients
with recurrence within 3 months after cardioversion, verapamil reduced the secondary atrial fibrillation recurrences.
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However, verapamil and diltiazem are not indicated for
patients with atrial fibrillation or flutter, complicating the
Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome with anterograde conduction through the bypass tracts. In the presence of anomalous bundle, verapamil and diltiazem are contraindicated
because they may accelerate the ventricular response; a
treatment by catheter ablation is recommended in the ESC
guidelines for the management of atrial fibrillation.72

Calcium Channel Blockers in Hypertension
Calcium channel blockers have been proposed as antihypertensive drugs on the basis of their potent vasodilator properties. In
vivo, they appear to act mainly on the arterial bed. They reduce
the vascular resistance (and afterload) and evoke a reduction in
BP. In agreement with animal experiments, the reduction is
much greater in patients with hypertension than in normotensive individuals.33 A similar observation has been reported
with other CCBs including verapamil, nitrendipine, diltiazem,
tiapamil, and isradipine but not with propranolol or captopril.74
Experimental studies have shown that vessels of hypertensive
rats have a higher affinity for CCBs than vessels of normotensive ones. This increased affinity is likely responsible for the
higher sensitivity of patients with hypertension to the effect
of CCBs when compared to normotensive controls.75 Their
efficacy in patients with low renin activity is believed to be one
of the determinants for their action in patients whose hypertension is insensitive to b-blockers. In contrast to a pronounced
arteriolar effect, no significant venous relaxation has been
found after CCBs administration. This is consistent with an
absence of orthostatic hypotension in patients treated with
those drugs. The interaction of CCBs with the renin–angiotensin system is complex as observed in animal experiments.46
Calcium channel blockers exhibit a natriuretic effect. This
action has been shown to occur without substantial alteration
in renal plasma flow or in glomerular filtration rate.76,77 The
natriuretic action justified the use of CCBs in monotherapy
of hypertension. It is masked during prolonged treatment but
may be revealed by a fall in natriuresis observed after drug
withdrawal.
Long-term administration of CCBs to spontaneously hypertensive rats protects the heart against pathological remodeling
and is also able to induce substantial regression of established
LV hypertrophy and to improve cardiac function.46 The prospective randomized enalapril study evaluating regression of
ventricular enlargement (Preserve) trial78 compared the cardiac
effects of CCBs and of ACEIs in patients with hypertension
having LV hypertrophy. This trial was designed to primarily
test the hypothesis that enalapril induced greater regression
of LV hypertrophy than nifedipine, despite equivalent BP
reduction. Treatment began with 10 mg enalapril or 30 mg nifedipine GITS and matching placebo. Over l2-week titration
phase, enalapril or nifedipine could be, respectively, increased
to 20 mg or 60 mg. Hydrochlorothiazide (HCTZ; 25 mg) and
then atenolol (25 mg) were recommended when maximum
dose did not control BP. More supplemental treatment with
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HCTZ was required in ACEIs-treated patients than in CCBtreated patients. The most important result of the study is that
both regimens significantly reduced to the normal range LV
mass index and relative wall thickness during 1 year of treatment in about 50% of patients. There was no significant difference in LV mass index between the 2 treatment regimens.
Regression or prevention of hypertrophy in patients was initially attributed to normalization of BP and LV systolic load.
However, the beneficial effect of CCBs might involve several
mechanisms including reduction in elevated BP, blunting of
hypertrophic gene activation in myocardial and vascular cells
as a consequence of long-term inhibition of Ca entry, protection against renal damage and the subsequent activation of the
RAS, and, possibly, reduction in oxidative stress in CV tissues.79 These 2 latter mechanisms of action may take a variable
part in the CV protection evoked by individual CCBs.
The reduction by BP lowering of the incidence of stroke and
myocardial infarction has been demonstrated in clinical trials.
Direct comparisons among the various types of antihypertensive
agents are limited but in agreement with ASCOT,80 meta-analyses81 indicated that CCBs offer the best protection against
stroke and myocardial infarction. It does not follow from small
differences in mean BP between groups (of about 2 mm Hg) that
CCBs protection might be attributed to effects independent of
BP reduction as this was the case in experimental animal.
Diabetic nephropathy causes end-stage renal disease. It is
characterized by albuminuria, elevated BP, and a persistent loss
of renal function. Adequate control of BP is delaying the progression of renal disease in diabetic patients. Among CCBs,
verapamil and efonidipine (not marketed in United States) have
been reported to be as efficient in this pathology.82 Studies of
renal vasculature showed that efonidipine dilates the efferent
artery while nifedipine dilates predominantly afferent artery.83
This might be due to an action on T-type Ca channels84 similar
to the verapamil one when amlodipine and nifedipine are weak
blockers of those channels.26 A role for amlodipine in renal disease is reported subsequently under Combination Therapies
with CCBs.

Calcium Channel Blockers in Atherosclerosis
Several studies have shown that raised plasma lipid levels constitute an important risk factor for arteries, and clinical evidence suggests that sustained lipid-lowering therapy can
inhibit the progression of the disease. Clinical studies have
been designed in order to examine whether a similar clinical
result could be achieved with CCBs that do not influence
plasma lipid levels. Rationale for those clinical trials came
from experimental studies in animals. Animal experimental
studies were confirmed by the international Nifedipine trial
on antiatherosclerotic therapy (INTACT).85 This trial showed
that nifedipine significantly reduced the appearance of newly
formed coronary lesions in patients. In contrast, arteriograms
did not detect modification in progression or regression of
existing lesions over 3 years, once fibrosis and calcification had
begun. Risk factors were similar and no statistically significant
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differences were evident in the relative frequencies of unstable
angina, nonfatal myocardial infarction, and the need for revascularization between the treated and the untreated patients.
However, experience gained from studies with lipid-lowering
procedure indicates that significant clinical advantage is
unlikely to become apparent until treatment has been continued
for 5 to 7 years. Furthermore, the role of reduction in BP in
atherosclerosis was not evaluated by INTACT when nifedipine
was studied against a placebo.
As pointed out earlier, long duration seems to be required in
order to characterize an action of CCBs over other antihypertensive agents. A support to this hypothesis is provided by the
the Verapamil in Hypertension and Atherosclerosis Study
(VHAS).86 It compared verapamil (240 mg once a day) and
chlorthalidone (25 mg once a day). Blood pressure-lowering
effect of the 2 randomized treatments was similar, but CV
events had a greater incidence in patients randomized to
chlorthalidone (P < .05), despite small differences in carotid
wall changes between chlortalidone and verapamil-treated
patients. The Prospective Randomized Evaluation of the Vascular Effects of Norvasc Trial (PREVENT)87 was designed to
test whether amlodipine would slow the progression of early
coronary atherosclerosis. By comparison with placebo, amlodipine had a significant effect in slowing the 36-month progression of carotid artery atherosclerosis but neither on
angiographic progression of coronary atherosclerosis nor on
risk of major CV events. Nevertheless, it was associated with
fewer hospitalizations for unstable angina and revascularization. Other randomized trials confirmed that CCB compared
to diuretic reduced progression of carotid lesions in
patients.88,89 However differences were small. Therefore, on
the basis of animal experimental data showing differences in
CCBs pharmacological action, clinical trials with various
molecules are justified. The ELSA trial had this purpose.67 It
compared carotid intima-media thickness (IMT) changes over
4 years in patients receiving the dihydropyridine lacidipine
versus the b-blocker atenolol. Compared to atenolol-treated
patients, lacidipine-treated ones exhibited greater protection
of carotid IMT progression and number of new plaques
increase, in spite of a smaller BP reduction. This indicates that
the antiatherosclerotic action of lacidipine might be, at least
partly, independent of the lowering of BP.

A Therapeutic Move: Combination Therapies
With CCBs
In order to reach recommended BP goals, instead of increasing
the dose of a given agent, using more than 1 drug makes more
therapeutic sense, as a mixture of therapeutic agents from different classes with different modes of action might cover more
than 1 etiology. Antihypertensive monotherapy could not
address the multifactorial nature of hypertension, a disease
with many pathways. Systematic combinations have been initiated by trials such as ASCOT in which perindopril 4 to 8 mg
was added to amlodipine-based regimen when required in order
to reach recommended BP goal. This initiated an interesting
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therapeutic move such as the introduction of combination of
CCBs with other antihypertensive agents, particularly with
agents acting at the level of RAS including ACEI or angiotensin receptor antagonists (ARBs). This has prompted the launch
of fixed combinations, which improve quality of life and treatment compliance.90 In patients who did not reach recommended response to one component only, the additive or
synergistic effect of combination therapy evoked increased
lowering of BP. Recent clinical trials on combination therapy
are summarized subsequently.

Combination of CCB With ARB
Dual Combination
Randomized controlled clinical trials allowed observation that
combination with CCBs of other antihypertensive drugs evoked
an augmented reduction in BP when compared with monotherapy. This was demonstrated in various clinical trials; one recent
trial studied amlodipine and olmesartan.91 This 8-week multicenter trial was conducted at 172 sites in the United States. Patients
were randomized to 1 of 12 treatment regimens: monotherapy
or combination with amlodipine (5 or 10 mg/d) and olmesartan
medoxomil (OLM; 10, 20, or 40 mg/d). This included a stratification based on age, race, diabetes status, and baseline BMI.
Efficacy. Efficacy variables were the change from baseline in
mean seated diastolic pressure (SeDBP) and seated systolic
pressure (SeSBP) at week 8. Combination evoked greater
reduction in BP than monotherapy except in blacks in who
amlodipine alone evoked a higher percentage of patients with
BP achievement than did the combination. The best combination was amlodipine 10 mg þ olmesartan 40 mg/d.
Tolerability. Treatment-emergent adverse events (TEAEs)
reported comprised edema, hypotension, headache, and dizziness/vertigo. Safety variables were recorded at all visits. No
marked differences were observed in the safety profile obtained
in the various patient subgroups. However, in contrast to BP
data, edema data were not shown in all conditions. Therefore,
this efficacy and tolerability study did not provide information
on a potential correlation between reduction in BP and incidence of TEAEs.

Community Outreach and Cardiovascular Health Study
The Community Outreach and Cardiovascular Health
(COACH) study92 was a comparison between OLM (10, 20,
or 40 mg) and amlodipine besylate (AMLO; 5, 10 mg), during
8 weeks monotherapy and various combinations in randomized
patients who had a SeDBP of 95 to 120 mm Hg. Significant
reductions in SeDBP from baseline were noted in all groups
(P < .001). The greatest reduction occurred in the groups that had
received combination therapy. There were no apparent differences in the overall incidence of TEAEs across treatment groups,
and the majority of adverse events were considered mild in
severity. The most common TEAE was edema, occurring at
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baseline in 264 (13.6%) of 1940 patients. It increased during
treatment up to 385 (19.8%) of 1940 patients. The frequency
of edema was greatest in patients receiving monotherapy with
AMLO 10 mg (36.8%) and was lowered in patients in which
AMLO 10 mg was combined with OLM. This reached statistical
significance relative to AMLO 10 mg in the groups that received
OLM + AMLO 20/10 mg (P ¼ .032) and 40/10 mg (P ¼ .011).
These observations indicate that edema was not related to
decrease in BP, but that it was depending on the dose of AMLO
and that AMLO-dependent edema was reduced by OLM.
Open-Label Extension Trial. The Open-Label Extension (OLE)
trial illustrated the continuing effect of combination therapy of
OLM and AMLO by showing that the efficacy of the combination
was maintained long term in 67% of the 1684 patients treated with
AMLO 10 mg þ OLM 40 mg.93 Indeed the reduction in BP after
52 weeks amounted to 29.4 mm Hg, a value close to the one
recorded in the COACH trial after 8 weeks (28.5 mm Hg). In order
to achieve BP goal (<140/90 or <130/80 mm Hg if diabetic),
HCTZ 12.5 or 25 mg had been used in the 33% of other patients.
This observation is in agreement with others.94

Triple Combination
Triple combination has been proposed for patients who did not
quickly attain BP goals with dual combination (<140/90 mm
Hg or <130/80 mm Hg for patients with diabetes or chronic
kidney disease). Hydrochlorothiazide 12.5 or 25 mg has been
used in various trials, including OLE discussed earlier in order
to achieve BP goal. This was based on the complementary
mechanisms of action of agents.
Calhoun et al reported results of a trial of the combination
AMLO + valsartan (Val) + HTZ in patients with hypertension (mean SeSBP: 145 mm Hg; mean SeDBP: 100 mm
Hg).95 The study included 4 groups of patients; each received
one of the following combinations: AMLO/Val/HCTZ 10/
320/25 mg, Val/HCTZ 320/25 mg, AMLO/Val 10/320 mg,
or AMLO/HCTZ 10/25 mg once daily. Triple therapy was significantly superior to all of the dual therapies in reducing BP
(P < .0001) and in achieving overall BP control (<140/90 mm
Hg; P < .0001). The combination of AMLO/Val/HCTZ was
well tolerated regardless of age, sex, race, and ethnicity.
Phase III Triple Therapy with Olmesartan Medoxomil,
Amlodipine, and Hydrochlorothiazide in Hypertensive Patients
Study (TRINITY) is another randomized clinical trial studying
a cohort of 2492 patients treated with OLM 40 mg þ AMLO 10
mg þ HCTZ 25 mg compared with OLM 40 mg/AMLO 10 mg,
OLM 40 mg/HCTZ 25 mg, and AMLO 10 mg þ HCTZ 25 mg
in patients who had a mean SeBP  140/100 mm Hg or 160/
90 mm Hg.96 After 12 weeks, the triple combination treatment
was significantly more efficient than dual ones (P < .001) and
about 70% of patients reached BP targets of <140/90 mm Hg
compared with about 50% to 40% in the dual combinations
(P < .001). The occurrence of TEAEs was roughly similar to
the 2 trials discussed earlier. The highest value occurred for
edema with the combination of AMLO þ HTZ (9.8% in
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TRINITY and 8.9% in the Calhoun trial) and was reduced with
triple therapy, respectively, down to 7.7% and 4.5%.
All sartans could not offer equipotent combinations with
amlodipine as claimed by Fogari et al97 who reported that Val
160 mg þ amlodipine 5 mg evoked greater BP decrease than
losartan 100 mg þ amlodipine 5 mg. A limitation of the study
of Fogari is that the trial did not provide a monotherapy comparison on the efficacy of the 2 sartans. However, Elliott et al98
conducted a trial comparing losartan 50 mg with Val 80 mg
showing a similar reduction in BP. If this comparison could
be extended to double doses, then Fogari et al could be right.

Various Combinations With Antihypertensive Agents
Calcium channel blockers have been combined with antihypertensive agents other than recent ARBs which included thiazide
diuretics, b-blockers, and ACEIs. Interest in combinations with
those 3 groups was illustrated by RCTs performed some years
ago and are supported by more recent meta-analyses that justified the marketing of fixed combinations.99
Avoiding Cardiovascular Events in Combination Therapy in Patients
Living with Systolic Hypertension Trial. Although current guidelines recommend inclusion of a diuretic, the optimal combination drug therapy for hypertension is not yet established.
Indeed, there are scarce comparisons between combinations.
Therefore the Avoiding Cardiovascular Events in Combination
Therapy in Patients Living with Systolic Hypertension
(ACCOMPLISH) trial is of great interest.100 During 42 months,
it compared benazepril (an ACEI) þ amlodipine to benazepril
þ HCTZ (a thiazide diuretic). When only considering BP, the
2 combinations looked similar. However, the primary end point
of this trial was not the level of BP reduction but the reduction
in the rate of cardiovascular events, which was superior with
benazepril þ amlodipine to benazepril þ HCTZ.
Other combinations have been studied including ACEIs
such as perindopril þ amlodipine in the ASCOT trial.66 The
ASCOT66 was a multicenter, prospective, RCT in 19 257
patients with hypertension aged 40 to 79 years with at least 3
other CV risk factors. Investigators defined BP targets (mm
Hg < 140/90 mm Hg, but < 130/80 mm Hg if diabetic) and allocated either amlodipine 5 to 10 mg adding perindopril 4 to 8 mg
when required (amlodipine-based regimen; n ¼ 9639) or atenolol 50 to 100 mg adding bendroflumethiazide 1.25 to 2.5 mg
and potassium when required (atenolol-based regimen; n ¼
9618). Nonfatal myocardial infarction (including silent myocardial infarction) and fatal CHD were the primary end points.
The amlodipine-based regimen induced less diabetes and prevented more major CV events than the atenolol-based regimen.
According to the authors, on the basis of previous trial evidence, these effects might not be entirely explained by better
control of BP. A literature search in PubMed identifying 2
recent trials was published in the Russian language. Authors
examined cerebrovascular parameters in patients with hypertension. On the basis of their abstracts, it appears that the effect
of amlodipine þ indapamide was superior to the effect of
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indapamide þ bisoprolol (a b-blocker) or lisinopril (ACEI).101
In another abstract, it was claimed that impairment of disturbances of cerebral blood flow was better improved by verapamil þ enalapril than by verapamil þ indapamide.102
Action in Diabetes and Vascular Disease: Preterax and Diamicron
Controlled Evaluation Trial. The Action in Diabetes and Vascular
Disease: Preterax and Diamicron Controlled Evaluation
(ADVANCE) trial has been revaluated by Chalmers et al103
in order to assess how CCBs influenced the effects of a fixed
combination of perindopril and indapamide in patients with
type 2 diabetes mellitus. The analysis of patients enrolled in
ADVANCE was based on the nature of the basic treatment for
hypertension prescribed before the fixed combination treatment. Of the 11 140 patients enrolled in ADVANCE trial,
3427 were taking a CCB and represented a higher risk group.
The triple combination provided a further protection against
all-cause mortality and hard CV outcomes in those patients
when compared to the dual fixed combination. This beneficial
action of CCBs could not be attributed to a specific agent since
this question was not answered from the trial.
OlmeSartan and Calcium Antagonists Randomized Trial. Novel
dihydropyridines are under examination in Japan. The OlmeSartan and Calcium Antagonists Randomized (OSCAR)
trial104 combined amlodipine or azelnidipine plus olmesartan.
The authors concluded that olmesartan þ CCB was more efficient in lowering BP and reducing the incidence of major
hypertension complications than was monotherapy even with
high dose of olmesartan. Results in OSCAR publication do not
make the distinction between the 2 CCBs. This is most unfortunate since amlodipine and azelnidipine have a different pharmacological profile, particularly at the level of the renal
circulation.105

Quantitative Analysis of the Increased Response Induced
by Combination
Quantitative analysis of the increased response to drug combinations has been studied in the meta-analyses. An extensive
one choosing 42 publications out of a preliminary screening
of 1697 articles covering a total of 10 698 participants aimed
to quantify the results of the combinations.106 The 42 randomized factorial trials addressed thiazides, b-blockers, ACEIs,
or CCBs using each class of drug separately or in combination
with the specified drug class. Angiotensin-II receptor blockers
(ARBs) were not incorporated in the meta-analysis because of
being considered too new class of drug. Authors calculated the
mean BP reductions in each trial as the reduction in the treated
group minus that in the placebo group. They expressed the dose
of each drug in each trial as a multiple of the standard dose.
Therefore, they followed Law et al107 who considered that the
standard dose is the usual maintenance dose recommended in
reference pharmacopoeias.
In this meta-analysis, authors did not consider individual
drug but the drug class as a single entity. The mean doses of the
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drugs in the selected trials were usually close to the standard.
The results from this meta-analysis showed that the BP reduction was an additive process when each class of drug was combined with 1 from another class. For instance, considering CCB
used alone, they observed that after subtracting the mean placebo reduction in systolic BP, the reduction for the standard
CCB dose was equal to 8.4 mm Hg and that for the combination
with another class evoking a BP reduction of 7.5 mm Hg, it was
equal to 14.3 mm Hg, a value that was not significantly different from the sum of the 2 individual effects. The reduction was equal to 11.6 mm Hg by doubling the CCB
standard dose. Thus, the combination of CCB with other
classes of drug resulted in an additive effect that was more
effective than doubling the dose. However, this analysis did
not consider potential differences in therapeutic efficacy of
the various chemical entities belonging to a given pharmacological class. Other conclusions could result from a more
specific analysis.

Combination of CCB With Statin
As shown earlier, it has been established in several animal studies and RCTs that CCBs exert a therapeutic effect on atherosclerosis. The lowering of cholesterol concentrations by
statins in individuals reduces the risk of CV disease. This is
illustrated by the ASCOT trial. The purpose of ASCOT66 was
to assess and compare the effects of atenolol with or without a
diuretic versus amlodipine with or without an ACEI on nonfatal
myocardial infarction and fatal CHD in patients with hypertension. From the ASCOT-Blood Pressure Lowering Arm
(ASCOT-LLA) trial,80 it appeared that the primary prevention
of CHD was improved by cholesterol lowering in patients with
hypertension under BP therapy. The ASCOT-LLA data showed
that atorvastatin (ATV) compared with placebo reduced primary events by 53% in the amlodipine-based group and by
16% in the atenolol-based group, P interaction ¼ .02. The
ASCOT trial is one of those justifying the use of a combination
of a CCB and a statin in preventing complications of hypertension, but the problem of drug interaction needs to be considered. Indeed the plasma concentration of a statin may be
dramatically increased when an isoenzyme that is essential for
drug elimination is partially or completely inhibited. This is
placing patients at risk of adverse events. Patients treated with
statins are at risk of taking the nondihydropyridine CCBs verapamil and diltiazem, which inhibit cytochrome P450 3A4
(CYP3A4), the most predominant isoform involved in metabolism of lovastatin, simvastatin, ATV, and cerivastatin. Dihydropyridines (eg, nifedipine and amlodipine) do not have an
effect on this isoenzyme. Other agents act on statin pharmacokinetics. This is the case of grapefruit juice interacting with the
action of statins by inhibiting CYP3A4 in the gut wall and leading to an increase in blood level of statins and thereby in their
potential toxic action. Interactions with grapefruit juice have
also been shown with dihydropyridines such as felodipine and
nifedipine, but it is less important with amlodipine. It should be
remembered that commonly prescribed drugs inhibiting the
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3A4 isoenzyme are the macrolide antibiotics (ie, erythromycin,
clarithromycin, and telithromycin) and azole antifungals (ie,
itraconazole and ketoconazole).
From the therapeutic point of view, it appeared that statins
and CCBs exert a synergistic effect. This is observed at the
level of BP: an analysis of data from the National Health and
Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES) was performed
on a total of 10 531 participants.108 It was observed that users
of antihypertensive drugs plus statins had a lower BP than users
of only antihypertensive drugs, but that per se statins did not
decrease BP. In order to evaluate the action of CCB plus statin
combination, Martin-Ventura et al randomized 26 patients with
hypertension undergoing carotid endarterectomy to receive
either ATV 20 mg/d alone (ATV, n ¼ 12) or in combination
with amlodipine 20 mg/d (ATV þ AMLO, n ¼ 14) before
scheduled carotid endarterectomy.109 There was a significant
difference between the 2 groups in total and LDL-cholesterol
levels at the end of follow-up (4-6 weeks) but not in BP (probably due to a too low number of patients). A significant reduction in macrophage infiltration in relation to the ATV group
was demonstrated by immunohistochemistry of carotid atherosclerotic plaques from ATV þ AMLO group. The authors concluded that combination of ATV þ amlodipine decreased
inflammatory status of patients with atherosclerosis more than
monotherapy with ATV. On the basis of pharmacokinetic criteria, it seems useful prescribing fixed combination of CCB
with statin. The best known is CADUET,110 which is the combination of AMLO with ATV Ca 5/20 mg; it improved adherence and BP goal attainment.

Conclusions and Perspectives
From this review on CCBs in pharmacotherapy, it is obvious
that this class of drugs is efficacious for the management of
hypertension and for the prevention of associated pathologies
including coronary artery disease, renal failure, atheromatous
CV disease, stroke, peripheral vascular disease, and heart failure. This conclusion is emphasized by a recent analysis of treatment groups of the ACTION trial showing that the lowest CV
event rates were observed in those in receipt of RAS blocker þ
nifedipine GITS, specifically in those treated for isolated systolic hypertension.111 The current trend in drug combination reinforces the therapeutic efficacy of CCBs as shown on the basis
of BP reduction. Therefore, trials such as ADVANCE with outcomes considering CV events are expected in the light of
potential CCB actions unrelated to BP effect.
Cognitive deterioration is a worldwide pathological process
associated with aging.112 Syst-Eur investigators113 have noted
that the prevalence of dementia was significantly reduced in
patients with hypertension receiving nitrendipine. Randomized
patients continued active study for a further period of observation. After 5 years, it was observed that this medication prevented 20 cases of dementia per 1000 patients. This indicates
that the protective action of nitrendipine is a continuing
effect.114 Clinical trials are announced to test this action with
other CCBs.115
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Moreover, electrophysiological data26 show that the ratio of
inhibitory concentration 50 for blocking T- and L-type Ca
channels is different within dihydropyridine-type CCBs. The
therapeutic consequences of this disparity deserve consideration in view of the hypothesis that a high T–L affinity ratio
provides a protective effect against nephropathy.82 In conclusion, regarding the best management of the patient with CCBs
the last statement is not yet on paper.
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